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Scenarios

• Figures reproduced from publications of which none of the current 
authors is also an author usually require permission from the publisher, 
with some exceptions. This permission line appears in the figure caption.

• Figures reproduced from publications of which one or more of the 
authors is also an author of the current paper need only “Reprinted from 
Authors names.Ref ” in the caption. Permission is often not needed from 
the publisher; Biomaterials Translational staff will investigate. Exceptions: 
EPJ, IOP (see below).

• During PPR, staff should compare “adapted” figures with their original 
counterparts. If the figures are either identical or very similar, then they 
are considered to be “reprinted” and therefore require permission from 
the original article’s publisher as usual. If the figures differ from each 
other, then they are considered to be “adapted.” Figures adapted from 
figures in previous publications (i.e., the current figure is a significant 
modification of the original) do not require permission. These figures 
are considered to be new figures. In that case, the caption should not 
explicitly mention permission, e.g., “Adapted from XXX et al.5” is fine, 
but “Adapted with permission from XXX et al.5” is not, because we do 
not wish to imply that someone has expressly given permission either to 
reproduce the figure or to make the adaptation.

General Notes

• Permission lines appear at the end of the captions. If figure parts are 
taken from different publications, each permission line can appear after 
the part description, or grouped at the end, e.g., “(a), (c), reprinted from.... 
(b) Reprinted from….”

• If a caption explicitly notes that the figure was obtained from another 
publication, then the permission line is needed. It should be assumed by 
the copyeditor that all permissions have been received by Biomaterials 

Translational unless the Special Instructions indicate otherwise.

Permissions Text for Specific Publishers

Note: “Ref” indicates where the reference number should appear, e.g., 
“34.” Also, author names are expressed as they are in the main text – 
one author, surname; two authors, surname with “and”; more than two 
authors, first surname and et al.

• OSA/The Optical Society/Optical Society of America

“Reprinted with permission from Authors names.Ref  Copyright XXXX 
Optical Society of America.”

• American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS)

“From Authors names (year).Ref Reprinted with permission from AAAS.”

• American Chemical Society

“Reprinted with permission from Author names (year).Ref Copyright 
XXXX American Chemical Society.”

• American Institute of Physics (Appl. Phys. Lett., Appl. Phys. Rev.)

“Reprinted with permission from [Author names (year).Ref Copyright 
XXXX AIP Publishing LLC.”

• American Physical Society (Phys. Rev. Lett., Phys. Rev. A, B)

“[Original figure number] reprinted with permission from [Author 
names (year).Ref  Copyright XXXX by the American Physical Society.” 
Provide a hyperlink from the reprinted the reprinted APS material for 
information, see http://link.aps.org/to obtain the link.

• Elsevier (e.g., Pattern Recog. Lett., Image and Vision Computing)

“Reprinted from Author(s),Ref  Copyright XXXX, with permission from 
Elsevier.”

• EPJ Publishing Consortium [European Physical Journal (EPJ)]

The following permission line is required even if the author of the 
current paper is an author of the previously published paper: “Reprinted 
from Author names (year).Ref © XXXX The EPJ Publishing Consortium. 
With kind permission of The European Physical Journal (EPJ).”

• IEEE

“© XXXX IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from Author names 
(year).Ref”

• IOP (Institute of Optics, UK)

“Reprinted from Author names (year).Ref  © IOP Publishing. Reproduced 
with permission. All rights reserved.”

• The Japan Society of Applied Physics (Jpn. J. Appl. Phys.)

“Reprinted with permission from Authors names.Ref  Copyright XXXX 
The Japan Society of Applied Physics.”

• National Academy of Sciences (Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A.)

Cite full article reference. For articles published from 1993 through 2008 
only, add “Copyright XXXX National Academy of Sciences, U.S.A.”

• Nature Publishing Group (Nature, Nat. Photonics, etc.)

“Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd.: Author 
names (year).Ref Copyright XXXX.”

• PLoS One

Since content is published under a Creative Commons License, 
permission not needed, but cite the source in full in the caption.

• Taylor & Francis (includes CRC Press)

“Copyright XXXX from Article title by Author names.Ref Reproduced by 
permission of Taylor and Francis Group, LLC, a division of Informapic.”

• Wiley

“Author names (year).Ref Copyright Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. 
KGaA. Reproduced with permission.”
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